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1. INTRODUCTION AND S~~hfki.4R~ 
We may regard completely regular semigroups S as algebras wit. 
(binary) operation of multiplication and the (unary ) operation of inversion. 
The latter operation associates with each elemem ci of S its inverse in the 
maximal subgroup of S which contains I*. The variety %.g of these algebras 
is determined by the identities 
a(k) = (ab)c. 
The !attice ~(~~!) of all subvarieties of q.2 has been the subject 31r 
considerable investigations in recent years. Various approaches to these 
investigations showed that P(%R), even though complex, can be success-. 
fully studied both locally and globally. In rhe study of the latter , the main 
tools turn out to be various partitions of the lattice _Y(%;W), more 
precisely, complctc congruences on Y(g’n ). 
One source of such complete congruences is the lattice ‘8 of k&y 
invariant congruences on a free completely regular semigroup FE&? on a 
countably infinite set. Since FgZ$ is a regular semigroup, the relation T on 
59 which identifies any two congruences having the same trace is a complete 
congruence [I, 131. In addition, it was prol/ed in [4] that the relation K 
on % which identifies any two congruences having the same kerne! is also 
a complete congruence on W. By the standard anti-isomorphism 71 of $C 
onto L?(G4&‘)), both K and T induce complete congruences on S(W2$!)~ As 
shown in [4,6], both of these congruences enjoy a number of properties 
which can bc used profitably to study ~(~A?) 11: a global way. 
In Section 3, we let $2 be the class of all E-disjunctive completely regukr 
semigroups (with T = E, that is, without proper idempotent pure congruen- 
ces) and consider a certain lattice of its subclasses which we denote by 
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ZT(UW). We discuss the mapping 8,: Y;’ -+ VT n 9, which maps Y(V9) 
onto 2?J(%2) and has some interesting properties. In particular, we show 
that the classes of the equivalence relation 8, induced by 8, are intervals 
and describe their upper and lower bounds. In Section 4 we investigate the 
operators on Y(wIw) mapping Y to the upper or lower bounds of V’8,. 
In Section 5 we consider the associated relation K. 
In a dual way, in Section 6 we let B be the class of all fundamental com- 
pletely regular semigroups (with p = E, that is, without proper idempotent 
separating congruences) and perform a similar analysis with the mapping 
8, : Y/ + 1(’ n 9 and relate it to the congruence T on G?. Again the classes 
of the equivalence relation 8, induced by 8, are intervals and in Section 7 
we investigate operators on Y(V?%‘) associated with the bounds of these 
intervals. In Section 8, a similar analysis is made with left fundamental 
completely regular semigroups. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Besides the standard terminology and notation, we will need the follow- 
ing. 
If 8 is a mapping of a set A, then B denotes the equivalence relation on 
A induced by 19. If also B G A, then 01 B denotes the restriction of 8 to B. 
The equality relation on any set is denoted by E. 
Let S be a completely regular semigroup. Then E(S) denotes the set of 
idempotents of S, C(S) denotes the core of S, that is, the subsemigroup of 
S generated by E(S), and V(S) denotes the lattice of fully invariant con- 
gruences on S. Let p be a congruence on S. Then 
kerp= {aeSlape for some eEE(S)} 
is the kernel of p and tr p = pi EcS, is the trace of S. Any congruence on a 
completely regular semigroup is uniquely determined by its kernel and 
trace. The greatest congruence on S for which ker p = E(S) is denoted by 
z and the greatest congruence such that tr p = E is denoted by ,u. If T = E, 
then S is E-disjunctive, and if ,LJ = E, then S is fundamental. If a E S, then a0 
denotes the element a-la. 
For any class &’ of completely regular semigroups HJZ! and S&’ denote, 
respectively, the homomorphic closure and the (completely regular) sub- 
semigroup closure of &. 
We denote by %9$ the variety of all completely regular semigroups, given 
by the identities (1). The lattice of subvarieties of a variety Y is denoted 
by 2?(V). For any V E 2(‘+?92), FT denotes the (relatively) free object in 
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Y’^ on K, generators. The familiar anti-isomorphism of %(F%%‘) onto 
P(V9) is denoted by rt; in addition we write 
The following subvarieties of V&’ wi.11 figure prominently in our discus- 
sions. 
.F = trivial semigroups 
YDS = left zero semigroups 
223 = right zero semigroups 
W2 = rectangular bands 
&?&I = rectangular groups 
Y = semilattices 
23 = bands 
y 1’“.3 = normal bands (those satisfying LLXJYJ = a;;.~) 
59 = groups 
9419 = abelian groups 
A$ = abelian groups of exponent II 
.E9 = left groups 
2% = right groups 
Y2? = semilattices of groups 
W’Y = completely simple semigroups 
C% = orthogroups (orthodox completely regular semigroups) 
GW = cryptogroups (completely regular semigroups 
for which S is a congruence) 
,$“G$$ = normal cryptogroups (completely regular semigroups for which 
2 is congruence and S/X is a normal band) 
In addition we shall use the following notation. 
c(u) = the set of variables appearing in LI 
8’ = the largest congruence on a semigroup S for which the 
equivalence relation 8 on S is a union of classes 
A4o = the largest congruence on S for which the subset A of S 
S is a union of classes (= 6’, where 0 = (-4 x A) u (S’\.,A ) x (S\R) 
(A > = the variety generated by the class (or object) A 
[u = v] = the variety of completely regular semigroups determined by 
the identity u = t‘ 
We recall that 6” can be described by 
a 8’ b o xaJ> 6’ xby for all X, ;’ E 3’. 
Important special cases of 6’ and A” are p = X0 and 5 = E(S)‘. 
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Let ~2 and g be any classes of completely regular semigroups. If p is a 
congruence on a semigroup S such that all idempotent p-classes are in ,ol, 
then we say that p is over d. The Malcev product of .& and 98 is defined 
by 
JZY G 99 = {SE g&! 1 there exists a congruence p on S 
over d with S/p E g}. 
For certain choices of varieties d and B, G?‘o%? is also a variety, but not 
always (see [3]). 
LEMMA 2.1 [3, Theorem 5.11. For all Y’EZ(VR) and c/u E (3, YY, 
W%, &‘.&J}, Uo V E 9(??9?) and, for all V E 9’(‘??9?) with Y G Y, 2 0 f E 
2qa%?). 
By a radical congruence system K we mean a family of congruences 
{ K~ ( SE %a}, where each ICY is a congruence on S, such that 
K(i) for any S=nIaEASol, S,E~%‘, K~=~~~~K~,, that is, if 
a’= (a,), b = (b,) E S, then 
aKsboa,k.s,bl. for all M E I. 
K(ii) for any SE ‘%%‘, ~~~~~~~ = E. 
We have in mind here such “standard” congruences on a completely 
regular semigroup as p, r, etc. For any radical congruence system K, we 
define the radical class of K to be 
~={L%~~~K,=E}. 
A subclass 93 of X is a K-varietJ1 if it satisfies 
(i) 9? is closed under isomorphisms and the formation of direct 
products, 
(ii) if SE I-E%?, then S/K~ E 9. 
Note that an s-variety is a variety in the usual sense. 
Let TK(%‘W) denote the class of all K-varieties ordered by inclusion. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let K = { K~ 1 SE V9 > be a radical congruence system 
and 3?= {SIKS=&}. 
(i) The mapping 
6,: I’--+T-nx (-fEq??9)) 
is a surjection of -%‘(??A’) onto 5$(‘394’) respecting arbitrary intersections. 
(ii) 6cIK(W9) is a complete lattice with maximum element X. 
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ProoJ: (i) Let *‘E Y(%9). Clearly Y. n X is closed unde: 
isomorphisms, since both of Y and .X are. For each 3; E A, iet 3, E Y r i: X 
and s= EEA S,. Since ‘I’- is a variety, SE Y“. By (i)? KS = E so that 
s E Y“ 17 and ^I’” n X is closed under direct product 
Wow let SE HS(V” n X). Then SE Y: since p- is a variety? so that by 
K(u), S/K~ E 3’ n .Y. Consequently, V r\ X E 3JUW) and @, maps 
Y(%Z’) into YK(g9). Clearly 8, respects arbitrary intersections. 
Let d E A$(%?&!) and set V” = (.B!>. Since &’ is closed under direr 
products, we have V = HSd. Hence, if SE %“ n X then S n Y a2d ‘ , 
thus S = S,/K~ E-VI n X = &~ Therefore Y n X G .d and y prevails. 
Consequently VQ,- = V A A“ = d and 0,. maps 9’(44R) onto 9x(%.A?). 
(ii) By (i)? YK(VLia) is a set. Also X =5YW n X E ZKiVd?), so th2t X 
must clearly be the greatest element of 9!x(%W). It therefore sufkes to 
show that ~K(~~~) is closed under arbitrary intersections. 
Let “&a EFK(??B’), OCR A, and let % = nlkA “2%. Sine 
under direct products, so is JZ. Let SE HS%. Then 
a E A, whence S/K~ E “71, and S/K~ E B. Therefore 4! E =YY 
that YK(%9?) is complete lattice. 
One interesting consequence of Proposition 2.2(i) is that the K-varieties 
constitute a set of cardinality at most 2”O. 
We will require the following two results of a lattace theoretical nature. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let p be an equitlalence reiation on a complete lattice L such 
that, for each aE L, ap contains a maximum eiement a*. Let L” = 
{a” /a E L) and define 
p*:a-+a* jaEL). 
The foiloGng statements are equicaleni. 
(i) p* is order preserving. 
(ii) p respects arbitrar}? joins. 
(iii) L* is a complete A -subsemilattice of‘ L 
ProoJ Let {a, 1 c( E A} be an arbitrary subset of I.. 
(ij implies (ii). Since a, <a: we have V,, A a, < \llsA a,” any? 
by fi!, 
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I/ a,* 6 V a, . 
CtEA 2 E .4 
(3) 
Hence 
Consequently (V, E A Q,)*=(V~~A~)* ~0 that VrtA~a~Vaeaan*, from 
which (ii) follows easily. 
(ii) implies (i). Let a <. 6. Then a* v b p a v b = b so that 
(a* v b)* = b* and 
a*<<* v b<(a* v bj*=b*. 
(i) implies (iii). Let c = A, E A a,*. By (i), c*<(a,*)*=a,* for all 
SEA, so that c*<AxEA a,h=c<c*. Hence c=c*~L*. 
(iii) implies (i). Let a < b. Then a = a A b <a* A b* 6 a* so that 
ap a* A b*. But, by (iii), a* A b* E L* and therefore we must have 
a* A b*=a* so that a*<b*. 
LEMMA 2.4 [S, Lemma 4.101. Let p be a complete congruence on a 
complete lattice L. For each x E L, let x * be the least element of xp. Then 
for any A c L, we have VxcA X* = (VxGA x)*. 
3. E-DISJUNCTIVE COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
For any SE %Y%?, let r = rs denote the largest idempotent pure con- 
gruence on S, that is, the largest congruence on S such that E(S) is a union 
of r-classes. Recall that S is said to be E-disjunctive if r’s = E. Let 3 denote 
the class of E-disjunctive completely regular semigroups. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let S and S,, LX E A, he comptetel~~ regular senzigroups. 
ii) Fw a, b E S, a T b fl and only if 
luayEE(S)oxbJvEE(S) (x, ?‘E S’). 
(ii) S/T is E-disjunctive. 
(iii, For T=n,sA s,, TT=nxE,, TT I 
(iv) T= [zs: S 15 V&T > is a radical congruence swJ’sten2. 
iv) For any congruence p on S there is a masimun? congruence pK 
arid a nMnrum congruence pK on S \iith the same kernel as p. .$f p 13 fui/J. 
invariar;t, then so are pK alzd pK. 
PWO$ Part ii) is well known. 
(ii) Let p be a congruence on S/z such that ker P = E(S.!t). Let 
,l=((a,b)~SxS[(a~)p(br))-. 
‘Then ;I is a congruence on S and clearly T G 1,. Let a E S, e E E(S), and a /1 e. 
Then (az) p (e7). Since ker p = E(S,/t ), as E E( S/r) so that a E ker T = E(S) 
and ker 2. E E(S). Therefore ker 2 = E(S) and consequently A G t. IIence 
2 = t and so p = E. Thus S/z is E-disjunctive. 
(iii) Ciearly E(S) = nXcA E(S,), and the claim then follows easily 
from part (i ). 
(iv) This is an immediate consequence of (ii) and (iii). 
(vj Let L = ker p. It is evident that 
pK=((LxL)u(Sy,)x(S\L))O 
is the maximum congruence and that 
px=n (3,jkerfU=kerp) 
is the minimum congruence with the same kernel as pi From these descrip- 
tions, it is straightforward to verify that pK and pK are fully invariant if p 
is. 
In the light of Lemma 3.l(iv) and in keeping with the notation of 
Section 2, we will denote by 5&(%5?) the complete lattice of T-varieties. 
We define the relation K on %?( FG!ZB’) by 
A KpokerA=kerp 
and use the same notation for the relation that it induces on Y(%‘g) via 
the anti-isomorphism n. The classes of K on 5?(@92) will then also be 
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intervals. For V E _!Z’(G!?B!) wedefine YK and Y,, by YK= [?rK, Y”]. Let 
Y’= [p]. Then it is clear that YK= [pK] and 9>= [p”]. 
We shall have occasion to use the equivalence relation 0 on _!Z(%%‘) 
with classes 
Note that 0 is not a congruence on U(‘%%‘) since dz 0 d3, -Q22 is not 
O-related to 5, but dz A dX = Y. 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following result. 
'THEOREM 3.2. The mapping 
6,: Y+Y,‘nLB (-t’ E _!z(%B)) 
has the following properties. 
(i) It is a complete n-homomorphism of _CY(Q?S?) onto 2JVB). 
(ii) It is not a v-homomorphism. 
(iii) For arzll YE ~(‘S%?), we have Ye, = [(V n 9), VD], where 
(iv) 89 = 0 n K and is a complete congruence. 
(v) The restriction of 8, to 2’(93Y) is a complete endomorphism of 
Py+99q. 
Proof: Part (i). This follows immediately from Proposition 2.2 and 
Lemma 3.l(iv). 
Part (ii). The following example will establish this part. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Indeed, 
(&*ng’) v(YI-I~)=~,v~=~, 
whereas (z/(2))’ E (J& v 9) n 9. 
Part (iii). Let 4!, YE 9’(%?9’) be such that 4~ n9 = Y n9. Then 
(YrnS2)=<42n9)~%!. Also, for SE%!, we have S/tE%Yn9= 
I’ n 9 E Y so that SE BJ 0 Icr. Consequently & G g o Y, which proves that 
J~nn==~n~~=>(~n~)~~~~o~. (4) 
We now claim that 
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Indeed, assume that % $9(%9’) u 9(g) Then ?Y contains the variety of 
semilattices and in particular the two element semilattice E’, = (0. 1 1 
belongs to %. Also JZ contains a nontrivial group 6. $ince 
6’ v (G x Y2))!(G x IO}), we conclude that Go E 22~ Letting e be the identify 
of 6, we see (2, O)$T, whence Go= G’;;zE%‘~ Q but G”/r$%.Y. Tiais 
proves (5 j. 
Suppose again that ?cY n 22 = 9^ n 9. We consider !;wo cases. 
Case 1. f’ E L!‘(UU)~,~(&%). Then Y’nY iS nontrivial arid 
Ye n 9 c $’ n 9. Thus I ^ n 9 L %9 and f’ n 9 is nontrivial, which by (5 ) 
yields that %! E Y(+YY). Now (4) gives that ?!I g.B.9 J %“. In the light of 
Lemma 2.1, we have that 9799 c9- E L?(@.%), which together with (4) yieid.s 
Case 2. Y E (Lifyt9B):dp(%Y)) u F(2). If “f . $ P(%.Y 1: then by 
Lemma 2.1, we have that Bo Y’ E 5?(%9). Suppose that %” E Y(B,j. For 
SE 9I o Y’ and a E S, we have a T a’ and hence a = a’. It follows thaE 
.2x’ o ;I’ = ~$3. Thus, in all cases, we get $90 +‘ E U(%9). 
Inanycase, Y’n&$gEsothat (“/‘n$F)EY”whence (d’nL?)nBz 
Y n 9, and the opposite inclusion is trivial. Therefore ( Y’ n 9 > E -1’4,. We 
Case I, if SE (32 0 Y) n 9, then S = S/s E F” and thus (.&%J 0 3’) n 9 z 
?‘- n 9 and the reverse inclusion is trivial ; therefore R&9 : I’ E F”8,. The 
same kind of argument gives g = V E Y’e, in Case 2. y convexity of 
B,-classes, we deduce that both in (6) and (7) equality prevails. 
The content of the next lemma is a detailed reformulation of the first 
part of (iv). 
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Let K denote the congruence on Fe9 which contains pa and induces T 
on F@. Since r is idempotent pure, ker K = ker p3# and, since F%/r E V, 
we must have pv. s 1~. Hence ker pv- c ker K = ker pql. Similarly, ker p3* c 
ker p%- and equality follows. 
Thus in all cases, 
Now, if BE Dcp(.g), then F%&?= ker py= ker p7. so that I’EY(~). If 
Y G % and ker pJTl # FGL;‘W, then there exists a nontrivial group GE 4? so 
that Go E % n 9 = V n 9 s Y’. But then I’ contains Go/%, a two element 
semilattice so that Y G -I’. Thus, when ker p% = ker p7 # FVR, Y G 4?! if 
and only if Y G V. 
This completes the proof in one direction. For the converse, we consider 
the three cases separately. Let ker pa = ker pr. = L. 
Case 1. @, -fr c A9 implies that % n 9 and V n 9 both consist of just 
the one element semigroups. 
Case 2. Let %I’= 99590%. By Lemma 2.1, WE Y(VY). Clearly 
kerp,.=kerp,=L. Let p=(p,),. 
Let 5Y = [p] n WY. Then pz = p v pw,y & pQ so that 
LGkerp,gkerp,=L. 
Thus ker p3. = L and, since pr = p v pwy, 9” must be the largest variety 
in 9(‘$?Y) with kernel L. Hence F@ must be an idempotent pure 
homomorphic image of FT. Therefore F9” E 9990% so that 
A? c W&9 o“u = W” and thus 57 = 998 0 “21 by the maximality of X. Similarly 
9” = A?3 o V and we have 299 0 % = 8.98 0 V. Therefore 
as required. 
Case 3. Since 9’ z % n V, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that g 0 9 and 
%? 0 ^ I’ are varieties. Let W = g 0 9. Clearly W is the largest variety with 
kerp,.-=kerp,. Therefore we must also have f’= 99 o ^ I’. Thus 
$j~&=goY and 
as required. 
To see that 0 n K is a complete congruence it suffices to observe that the 
mappings 
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associated with the lower and upper bounds of the interval YB, are clear@ 
order preserving and to invoke Lemma 2.3 and its dual. 
In order to prove part (v) we first establish an auxiliary result of some 
independent interest. 
LEMMA 3.5. In a completely simple semigroup S, we have 
a z b o xay = xby for all x, y E s. 
Proof Let a r b and x, y E S. Then U= xay A? xby and thus 
u” = (K’x) ay A! (u-lx) by. Since a z b, it follows that (M-IX) by E E(S) 
and hence u-‘xay = u” = u-‘xby. ut then zk’xay= w’xby so that 
xay = xby. 
Conversely, suppose that xay = xby for all x, y E S. Let x, y E S. If 
xay E E(S), then xby = xay E E(S). Next 
xb(xa) = xa(xa) E E(S) and thus xb E E(S) since 
Similarly ay E E(S) implies by E E(S). Therefore 
Part (v) By part (i) it suffices to prove that O~lyCV9j is a complete 
v -homomorphism. 
Let A be a nonempty index set and for ea 
let SE PdzEA V,) n 9. Then there exist V, E 
V,, 01 E A, and a homomorphism cp of T onto S. Now let (a,), (b, 
such that (a,) zT (b,). Since T is completely sim 
M(aJ(yJ = (xJ(bJ(y,) ((x,), (YJ E n (8) 
~p~~yi~g cp to this equation and noting that q ma 
again Lemma 3.5, that (a,)cp zs (b,)q. Since SET, we get (a,)~= 
(b,)cp. is shows that 
$1 (a,)7 + (a,)y, ((a,) E T) 69) 
is a homomorphism of T/z, onto S. 
Continuing with the same hypothesis, also let (x,), (y,)~ 
c E A. Since T is a subdirect product of If&/,, c( E A, there 
elements xj, for CI #[ and x;=xs such that (x;)E 2”. ake an analog0~s 
choice of and element (y:) E T. By (8), we have (~:)(a,)( yk) = (x;)(bJ(y;j, 
which in the [-component gives xcai yi = xcbc yC. Since this holds f0r 
, we conclude that (x,)(a,)( y,) = (x,)(b,)(y,) for ah (x,), 
F’%. By Lemma 3.5, we then have (a,) zn v, (b,). It follows that 
again by Lemma 3.5. The same reference also gives that for any 
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It now follows that T/z, is a subdirect product of V,/Z,~, CI E A, which 
together with the homomorphism $ in (9) gives that SE V,, ,d (VL n 9) by 
the definition of a s-variety since S= S/s. 
We have proved that 
( > 
,y4 f, n4sE?j/4 (-?qn9,). 
c 
Since the opposite inclusion is trivial, we have that 8,1 y,Qy ) is a complete 
v -homomorphism. 
4. OPERATORS RELATED TO E-DISJUNCTIVE 
COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMICROUPS 
From Theorem 3.2(iii) we know that the classes of 8, are intervals. This 
leads naturally to questions, explored in this section, regarding the lower 
and upper ends of these intervals and of the intervals induced by the 
associated relation K. 
LEMMA 4.1. Neither of the mappings 
Y’+ (V”nG2J), I’+“?-D (Y E Jqie)) 
is an n- or v -homomorphism. 
ProoJ To see that the first mapping is not an n-homomorphism, let 
J&=4 v ;40 and ?‘=&, v Y. Then ?lnV=Y so that 
Nor is the first mapping a v-homomorphism. Consider 
while 
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since any 2 component semilattice of groups with a noninjectivc 
homomorphism belongs to .Y?J n 8. 
Further: 
so that the second mapping is not an n-homomorphism; Gnal!y using jl2, 
Corollary 7.4(C) J, we obtain 
where %9 does not contain CY, so the second mapping is not a 
v -homomorphism. 
Despite the negative conclusions of Lemma 4.1, we are able to provide 
some additional information regarding the ends of the intervals associated 
with 8,.. We first construct a basis for the identities for Y’D in terms of a 
basis for Y -. 
the second equality by Lemma 3.5 and the third by complete simplicity. Let 
Y“ E S?(B) and let 
and the opposite inclusion IS trivial. Thus equality prevai’lr acd also 
29 c Y’- = .B’, which yields the desired conclusion. 
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The remaining case where V^ E A?(%?%!)\,(.P’(??Y) u T(g)) follows from 
[3, Corollary 6.51. 
For the case where Y’ E Y(VY), we have additional information as the 
next result indicates. 
LEMMA 4.3. rf “f = [u, = L’,],,~ E c!?(%y), then 
where x, y $ c( a,) u c( 21~) for all u E A. 
ProoJ: Let SE d??? G Y’“. There exists a congruence p on S over &% such 
that S/p E Y. Hence p is’idempotent pure whence X n p = E since A? is an 
idempotent separating congruence. Thus S is a subdirect product ,of the 
rectangular band S/X and the semigroup S/p and therefore SE gg v 9’. 
Clearly .%?8 v ** c [KU, J’ = xv, ~91, EA. Let SE [.YzI,~ = XLI,J*],~.~. In view 
of Lemma 3.5, we see that S/z satisfies 24, = v, for all a~ A and hence 
S/t E Y so that SE A’2 0 9”. 
Remark. The first part of the above proof shows that for any 
Y‘I’ E [Y”, ?%I, every member of go ?/’ is a subdirect product of a band 
and a semigroup in Y; in particular (B o Y’) n Vg = B v Y’. This may 
be contrasted with: if ‘Ir E Y(E?), then (9 0 V) n I% = 99 v Y‘; see 
Lemma 7.9. 
5. THE KERNEL RELATION 
From Theorem 3.2(iv) we see that the relation 8, is very closely related 
to K. By Lemma 3.i(iii), the classes of K are intervals and so, for any 
I’ E Y(%&?), we define “Pi and YPK by 
In order to complete the picture we devote this section to the relation K. 
We will provide new information about the lower bounds Y,, and alter- 
native derivations of other facts. 
THEOREM 5.1. The mapping 
VP + yK (Y E LqW?w)) 
is a complete endomorphism of Af(VB?). Moreover, for any V E Y(VB?), 
"vK=iBfi(Y v 9). 
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Proof. The first assertion follows from LlO, Theorem l(3)] via [4, 
Theorem 141; the second statement is [3, Proposition 7.2(G)]. 
er to describe YK, we require some preparation. 
characterize those varieties Y for which VK~ Y(%‘Yp\p. 
Define an operator L by 
L:V+ JSE%‘%/eSeEY”foralleEE(S)j (V E sq%%)). 
For all -tr E 2(Ug), VL is a variety (see [2, Proposition 4.11). 
The lattice Y(JVW) is nicely described in the following result. 
LEMMA 5.2 [S, Theorem 4.71. The mapping 
is an isomorphism of 2’(.,44%) onto Y(Y) x 2’(WY) with inverse 
LEMMA 5.3. OC!fL = (%?Y)“. 
Proof: We have 
09L = (CF) L by [ 12, Corollary 7.4(G) ]
= (YL)K by [9; Lemma 6.31 
= (%5qK. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let V” E 2(‘%92). Then $2 E Z’(WY) if and on/y g 
v E LqOYL). 
Proof If VK= Y(WY), then 
Y- c vK = (7qK)K 
=Bo(vKvLq 
E.G27~(VYVY) 
= VYK by Proposition 5.1 
= O%L by Lemma 5.3. 
Conversely, let -Y EA?(OYL)= Y(‘%YK). Let F= FY. Then FEY E 
%‘YK = 330 (@9’ v 9) so that F/z E VY v Y. Clearly VK = (F/;/z). 
Consequently VK c WY v Y and, by Lemma 5.2, VK = 9 v 2, where 
481/134/l-2 
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9’ = y> n Y and 9 = y> n WY. By Proposition 5.1, we have $l;y K 2. Since 
Z c y>, we must therefore have -l/k= 9 E Y(+?Y)), as required. 
LEMMA 5.5. For any -/‘E 2(%8)), 
ProoJ Let ^f/- E9(89L)\2(9l). By Lemma 5.4, we have Y’,,E Y(‘??Y). 
Then $>G ^ /’ n 9ZY c -lr so that nl>= (yr n WY),. Since -/.* $ Y(g), 
we have Y n WY $Y(&%). Now ql(~ Y(~Y)\.Y(&Z+?) implies that 
4PK E $P(~iZY)‘\~(S?9?). Hence 
so that (?/ n ??Y), is the smallest element in the (0 n Q-class containing 
V n WY. By Theorem 3.2(iii), (^/’ n V?Y’), = (Y n ??Y n 9). On the 
other hand, if VEY(%%), then 
If V E Y(B), then $2 = 7 = (3’ n 9) trivially. 
Now let VE 9(%9!)\Y(OBL). By Lemma 5.4, we have “y;c$ Y(WY). 
Hence VK= “l’8, so that VK is the minimum element in the $I,-class 
containing V. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2(iii), we get ?lTK = (I’ n 9). 
The description of I$ in Lemma 5.5 for the case YE Y(WL) can be 
broken down and simplified. In order to do so we require some additional 
preparation. 
LEMMA 5.6 [7, Lemma 11. Let S be a completely regular semigroup 
with components S,, a E Y. Then SE 89 if and only if S, E W for all CI E Y. 
LEMMA 5.7. For any P-E .Af(%?Y)\$P(W&?)), 3’= %>. 
ProoJ: This follows from [ 10, Lemma 83 via [4, Theorem 141. 
THEOREM 5.8 (Cf. [ 10, Theorem 21). For any V E .2’(~~), 
if YELf(W) 
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ProoJC If 7’ E 9(&3). then 
The remaining case is just a restatement of part of Lemma 5.5. 
Now that two of the three cases in Theorem 5.8 are expressed irectly in 
terms of varieties it is natural to wonder whether Y” n 2 might always be 
a variety. However, it is easily verified that 9% = (9% n 2) f 59 n 9. 
We conclude this section with an observation about the mapping 
Y- -+ y;. 
CORQLLARY 5.9. The mapping 
cp:Y+Y;, (“f E sq%J?‘)) 
is a conzpiete v -endomorphism but is not an n-hor?loilzorphism. 
ProoJ Since the relation K is a complete congruence, by Theorem 5.1, 
Lemma 24 implies that cp is a complete v -endomorphism. 
Let %~Jc$ denote the variety of completely simple semigroups a11 of 
whose subgroups are abelian of exponent jr. Clearly WYAX!~ n %YJ& = A’B~ 
However, for any n > 1, %YLz.$ 5Y( P3) and consequently, by Theorem 5.8, 
(gYz& jK = ??YL$~ n %Y = G394,. Thus 
(%Yd2), n (%Yd3)K = V.Y.d2 n UU& = .SSY 
#F = (&!B)K= (V,Ys$ n ~YL~?~),~. 
6. FUNDAMENTAL COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
Denote by 3 the class of all fundamental completely regular semigroups. 
Recall that these are the semigroups in which p = E, that is, the equaiiry 
relation is the only idempotent separating congruence. 
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LEMMA 6.1. M = { pcls : S E ??B?} is a radical congruence system. 
Prooj Let S,E??~, a~ A, and a= (a,), b = (b,)En,,, S,. Then 
a2b-a,Xbb, for all CI E A. 
From this it follows easily that 
aH”boa,Zob, for all c( E A. (10) 
But p = Z”, and so K(i) holds. Since p is the largest congruence contained 
in X, it is clear that we also have /.qspj = E and the result holds. 
Let Yp(%W) denote the complete lattice of p-varieties ordered by 
inclusion, as defined’in Section 2. 
The relation T defined on %(F@9?) by 
ATpotrA=trp 
is a complete congruence; see [S, Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 4.201. We will 
use the same notation for the relation T induces on Y(w’w) via the 
anti-isomorphism 7~. 
The main purpose of this section is to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 6.2. The mapping 
is a complete homomorphism of 9’(V9) onto L$(VS?) which induces T. 
Moreotjer, for any Y E 9(+39!), we haue 
ProoJ: 1. OF is a complete homomorphism. By Proposition 2.2 and 
Lemma 6.1, 8, is a complete intersection homomorphism of U(979) onto 
=C$(??A’). Let *: E 9(%?9?), for each a E A, and let SE (V, E A Y<) n 9. Then 
there exist V, E %z, a completely regular subsemigroup T of n,, A V,, and 
a homomorphism cp of T onto S. By (10) we have 
(12) 
where the latter semigroup has T/(,u T) as a subsemigroup and ~1 r~ XT. 
Let a, b E T be such that a ,u b. Then a pcIT b and thus (aq) pcls (bq) since 
p = Ho. But then acp = bq since SE 9. It follows that the mapping a,u +acp 
(aE T) is a homomorphism of T/(,ul T) onto S. In view of (12), T/(,ul T) is 
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isomorphic to a subsemigroup of nbEA ( Vz/p) E \/,, A (9: n 9). There- 
fore, since S = S/p, we get S E V, E A (Y( n 9 j, which proves that 8.F is also 
a complete v -homomorphism. 
3 &. Relation (II) holds. Let “?I, Y E 5Y(%Z’) be such that %’ n B = 
?‘n 9. Then (Yn .Y) = (~2 n F) G 2?[. Also, for SE ~2, we have 
S/F E %! n 9 = ar n 9 so that SE % 0 3’. Consequently J1( c $9 2 Y”‘, which 
then proves that 
We next verify 
Indeed, Y n 9 E V implies that (V A 9) E 9’ and thus (V n 9 ) r: 
F E ,Y“ n 5-. Clearly ^t’ n 8 E (Y n 9 ) n 9. Since V z 9 0 Vi we get 
Y‘n9c(%~YjnF. Finally, let SEfSl”i/‘)nF. Then S/,~~EY~ sn.d 
p = E since SE p and hence SE Y’. It follows that (9 0 Y’) n B -r f n :S. 
This establishes (14), which implies that (9’ n F), $3 0 1’ E T8,, which 
by convexity gives the reverse inclusion in (13). Note that $9 2 I’ E UjcSWj 
in view of Lemma 2.1. 
3. 6, induces T. By [3, Proposition 7.2], for any p E%(F%%), we 
have [p=] = 59 c [p], where pr is the least (fully invariant) congruence on 
Fqg with the same trace as p. Hence, for two such congruences, we 
obtain, using (111, 
CORQLLARY 6.3. For any %‘, V E ~Z’(%?kw)~ we have 
Let p E %‘(F%g). It follows from the above theorem that there exist pr 
and pTI the least and the greatest members of %(F%?%?) with the same trace 
as p, and that they satisfy 
CPrl=B" LPI, [p’]=([oln.F). 
The first of these was used in the proof of the theorem and was proved in 
[3, Proposition 7.21. 
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Denoting by d(X) the lattice of equivalence relations on a set X, we also 
have the diagram 
where the mapping tr: p + tr p was proved in [S, Theorem 4.201 to be a 
complete homomorphism. By the theorem, both rce, and tr induce the 
same congruence. Thus there is a natural injection of YP(gW) into 
d(E(F%&‘)). 
7. OPERATORS RELATED TO FUNDAMENTAL 
COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we consider properties associated with the lower and 
upper bounds of the intervals identified in Theorem 6.2. In order to treat 
the case of the lower bound, we need some preparation. 
LEMMA 7.1. For any congruence p on a completely regular semigroup S, 
p v X = XpAf in the lattice of equivalence relations on S. 
Proox Let a pXp b. Then a p x 2 y p b for some x, YES, which 
implies that a0 p x0 = y” p b”. But then a X a0 p b” 2 b so that a AfpX b. 
This implies that p#p E Zp#, which evidently gives that p v 2 = 
ZpX. 
COROLLARY 7.2. With the hypotheses of Lemma 7.1, 
apvXboa”pbo (a, b E S). 
ProoJ: Straightforward. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let SE %9. Then the mapping p + p v Z? is a complete 
homomorphism of the lattice of congruences on S into the lattice of equiv- 
alence relations on S. 
Prooj Clearly the mapping preserves arbitrary joins. So let pa be a 
congruence on S for each EEA. Then (naGA p,) v %CfiaEA (p, v z@), 
and it remains to establish the reverse inclusion. Let (a, b) E naE A (p, v H). 
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y Corollary 7.2, we have a0 pa b” for all a E A. T’nus (a’, 6’) E 17,~ ,d p, so 
that 
COROLLARY 7.4. The mapping 
is a complete endomorphism of P’(W) 
Proof As usual: there is a anti-isomorphism rc of ~(~~) onto the 
lattice of fully invariant congruences on FE!?. In this mapping, the variety 
B of bands corresponds to the Green relation X on I;%!?~ The 
result now follows from Lemma 7.3 in view of the fact that YC is an anti- 
isomorphism. 
LEMMA 7.5. The.fo/lo;ving conditions OII Y r E dv(V2) are eq?riualenr. 
ii! F’ G ($9’. (ii) (VnF)EB. (iii) V (7 y- zz ‘i ‘^ -P, .J? 
Prooj: (i) implies (ii). If SE Y” n .F, then SE %‘:9 A B = .A?. Hence 
r”n9g.B and thus (I’nF)zB. 
(ii) implies (iii). The hypothesis implies that Y^ n3 E 9”nB. But 
.Bc~ and hence YnBs YnF always holds. Therefore r”‘r,.F= 
Y”n.29. 
(iii) implies (i). If SE V, then S/p E P” n B = ^ / ^  n .B, which evidently 
implies that p = Y? and SE 599. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. The mapping 
is a complete v -endomorphisrn of Y(??A?) but is not an n-homomor~h:sm 
Its restriction to U(GH) is a complete endomorphism oj” Y(W). 
PYOOJ: The first assertion follows directly from Theorem 4.2 and 
Lemma 2.4. 
Now let $Z (respectively Y) be the variety of all completely regular semi- 
groups which are semilattices of left (respectively right) groups. Let 5: 
(respectively V) be the semigroup of all transformations on a set of t~i:o 
elements written on the left (respectively right). One verifies easily that 
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U E % n 9 and VE I’ n 9. Taking the nonuniversal Rees congruence on 
U and V, we see both U and V admit a 2 element group with zero H as 
a homomorphic image. Therefore HE (02 n V ) n (V n F ). But 
which shows that the above mapping is not an n-homomorphism. 
The final assertion follows directly from Corollary 7.4 and Lemma 7.5. 
In order to perform a similar analysis with the mapping V -+ 99~ V 
associated with the upper bound of the interval figuring in Theorem 6.2, we 
again need some preparation. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let SE 09. Then S/t E 99. 
Proof: By [12, - Corollary 7.4(ii)], we have @9 =a~ 9%’ whence 
s/r E 93. 
LEMMA 7.8 [3, Section 61. For any YE Y(%‘S!), 
9o”f= (SEw~s/pEEq. 
LEMMA 7.9. For any -I’E$P(CW) we have 
ProoJ: The first equality is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.8. 
Next let SE 0% be such that S/p E V. Since p n r = E, we have that S is 
a subdirect product of S/p, which is in I’, and of S/t. If YF G V?y, then, by 
Lemma 7.7, Sjz~%‘Yn 9’9 = 9 so that SE Y v 9. Otherwise, Yc Ilr 
while again by Lemma 7.7, S/r E 99 = 9’ v $9 so that SE V v 9’ v 99 = 
v- v 9. 
Finally, since 9~ 9’ is a variety, so also is $90 Yn 09. It evidently 
contains both 9” and 9 and hence also I’ v 9. This completes the circle 
of containments. 
PROPOSITION 7.10. The mapping 
is a complete n-endomorph&n of Y(UW) but is not a v-homomorphism. 
Moreover, the mapping 
Y-+f30~~nOf3 (v-E2?(09)) 




Proc$ Let Y<EP(~~?) for EEA, P=n,E.(%Y;), and 2”- 
y” ci7,,., Vi) so that it suffices to prove that 9 G 9. Let SE 9. Then for 
every E E A, by Lemma 7.8, S/p E Y;. Hence S/p E ri,, ,4 Y; and so, again by 
Lemma 7.8, SE Q. Thus the first mapping is a complete n-endomorph&m. 
That the second mapping is a complete v -endomorphism follows from t.he 
second equality in Lemma 7.9. 
For the second assertion of the proposition consider 
c!?~YY v 9~94?~=9~ v d~=.B?c~4?, 
~~(.LL?~ v aa)=~~s%=~5? 
A similar counterexample also occurs above semilattices if we consider the 
varieties of left normal bands and right normal bands. 
The next lemma provides two bases for the identitities of 9’~ $‘. 
Prosf’Y The first characterization of 9 ,j Y” can be found in [12: 
Theorem 3.91. Since the proof there is not quite complete, we argue as 
follows. Recall Lemma 7.5. Since p = X0, . lt suffkes to express the require- 
ment that S/X”” satisfies u, = ~7, for all LX E A, 
U,PV,OXu,)‘xXv,~ for all x, 1’ E S’ 
0 (xy, y)O = (xv, y)O for all X, 7 E S’. (15) 
If (15) holds, then for x = y = 1 and for x # I f j:, we obtain the expres- 
sions in the statement of the lemma. If we have these special cases: then 
(x11,)0 = (x24,24~)” = (xv&y = (xv~v~,” = j.n,x)o 
and the case U,X is symmetric. This establishes the first characterization. 
The proof of the second follows similarly to that of [3, Corollary 6.43. 
8. LEFT FUNDAMENTAL COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
Denote by 29 the class of all left fundamental completely regular semi- 
groups. Recall that these are the semigroups in which Y”= E, that is, the 
equality is the only congruence contained in the Green relation 9. 
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LEMMA 8.1. L= (9:: SERB} IS a radical congruence system. 
ProoJ The proof is entirely analogous to that of Lemma 6.1. 
Let ZY~(%?9) denote the complete lattice of Z”-varieties ordered by 
inclusion, as defined in Section 2. 
The relation T[ defined on %(Fw$!) by 
2 Tl p e I tr 1 = I tr p, 
where 1 tr p = tr(p v 9)” is the left trace of p, is a complete congruence; 
see [S, Theorem 4.71. We will use the same notation for the relation that 
TI induces on dip(G99) via the anti-isomorphism rr. 
The main purpose of this section is to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 8.2. The mapping 
is a complete homomorphism of Y(W.4.9) onto 9?~0(~~) which induces T[. 
Moreover, for Y E Y(V%‘), we have 
ProoJ: 1. 6,, is a complete homomorphism. It follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.2 and Lemma 8.1 that BY5 is a complete intersection homo- 
morphism of 9’(%?9?) onto 9Y~(Q?%‘). Let 9: E .9(%?9)), for each M E A, and 
let SE (LEA $2) n YF. Then there exist V, E -tl’,, a completely regular 
subsemigroup T of nInE A V,, and a homomorphism cp of T onto S. By 
K(i), we have 
(17) 
where the latter semigroup has T/(3”I T) as a subsemigroup and 
9”( =E 6p7. Let a, bs T be such that a dp” 6. Then a 9% b and thus 
aq 90, bq But then acp = bq since SE Yp. It follows that the mapping 
aY” + acp (a E T) is a homomorphism of T/(Y’j =) onto S. In view of (17), 
TWoI T) is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of nIarsA (VJY’) E 
n,, A (%: n SF)), which proves that OY,F is also a complete v -homo- 
morphism. 
2. Relation (16) holds. Let a(, “YE Y(‘Z9) be such that 
@~99=V~99-. Then (Y’-~~‘sF)=(@~~‘F)E%. Also, for 
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Now, ,Y”nY$G+” implies (Yn_4P.F)~Ys so that (7'nY.F)n 
Y.9 E -9’ n YB. Clearly I’ n .YT G ( 9” n 99) n d and the %st 
equality holds. Since $‘^ E 23 0 V, we get 3’- I ,- r~4”~~I~V-~“‘!r,IP”~. y , 
Finally, let SE (25 0 Y”) n 29. Then S/Y0 E i” and Y”= E since 
SE A?r%B and hence SE ,Y’. It follows that (2% : $^I A 29 c % n S.:p, 
This establishes (191, which implies that ( Y _ n 9.P ). P’?J 0 $^ E Y “‘4,?,-. 
which by convexity gives the reverse inclusion in ( 18 1. Note that 2% ‘: :: ^  E 
T(%Z?j in view of Lemma 2.1. 
3. a,, induces T,. By the left hand analogue of 4, Lemma 33 for 
any p E ~(F??%‘)), we have [pT,] = 2% 0 [p]? where ,or, is the least (fully 
invariant) congruence on F%B with the same left trace as p. Hence, for 
such congruences, we obtain, using (191, the desired equivalence as foilows: 
COROLLARY 8.3. For any %‘, Y E =!?(%;a), b:‘e ime 
Let p E %(F%%?). It follows from the above theorem that there exist ,oT, 
and p ‘I, the least and the greatest members of V(F%.% j with the same left 
trace as p, and that they satisfy 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The muppir~g 
is a complete .endomorphim of Y(gJ?). 
Proof This follows directly from the first part of relation (20) and [$ 
Theorem S] via the anti-isomorphism rr. 
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Remark. Note that the endomorphism in the above proposition induces 
the complete congruence TI on Y(U%?). It follows from the dual of 
Lemma 2.4 that the mapping 
is a complete n-endomorphism since T, is a complete congruence. It 
remains an open questions whether or not this mapping is a (complete) 
v -homomorphism. 
In conclusion, we give two bases for the identities of 99 o $‘. For an 
alternative basis, see [ 11, Theorem 1.7(2)]. 
where x $ c(u,) u c(uu) for all 0: E A. 
ProojI Let SE 58’3 0 V. Then there exists a congruence p on S over 93 
such that S/p E V. Since a subsemigroup of S which is a left group must 
be contained in an Y-class of S, we conclude that p c 9. But then p E 3’ 
and S/.5Y” is a homomorphic image of SJp and thus S/Y0 E V. Conversely, 
if S/Y0 E V, then SE 999 0 Y since 9’ is evidently over left groups. This 
establishes the first equality. 
In any completely regular semigroup S, we have 
a9b-aXab, b%ba 
as is easily verified and hence 
a 2’ b o a0 = (ab)‘, b”= (ba)‘. 
Furthermore 
aY’boxa2’xb for all x E S’ 
since 9 is a right congruence. The second equality in the statement of the 
lemma is a simple consequence of these remarks. 
The last expression follows similarly from 
a$Pboa=ab’, b=ba’. 
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From [IO, Theorem 1.5(5) and Theorem 1.2hl j-(6); 4, Lemma 7’: one 
can derive a basis for the identities of Y>r in terms of a basis for the 
identities of Y”. 
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